
Anna ran to the gate of the summer camp and slammed it shut behind her. The boys had finished decorating 
the common room and had returned to the lake, so the camp was now completely empty. A few multi-person 
barracks, a canteen building, a common room - the list of potential hiding places was very limited. Anna 
realised that she didn’t have much time to choose. At that moment she heard the creaking of the gate hinges. 
This meant that the determined foreigners had decided to chase her all the way to the very end. Anna ran 
towards the back gate which led to down to the lake. She wanted to join her campers' group and ask someone 
there for help in repelling the incoming attack. Now she regretted a little that she hadn't made more friends
at the camp earlier. It would’ve been easier if she at least knew the names of her fellow campers. Thankfully, 
she was suddenly and pleasantly surprised by a familiar face. It was Bridget, accompanied by a supervising 
teacher, coming towards her from beside the lake. - ‘Anna! I was so worried about you!’, Bridget exclaimed.
- Mrs.Maria will help us!’, she gasped. - ‘Girls, what's going on? What's wrong?’, The teacher looked at them with 
concern. Anna did not even have time to collect her thoughts or to explain herself, when at that moment they 
heard the out of breath and very angry looking siblings approaching. Ignoring the adult's presence, and 
without any hesitation they went straight towards Anna to retrieve the map. Frightened, she swiftly hid behind 
Mrs. Maria. She had absolutely no idea what better to do in this tough situation. With one skilled move the 
teacher pushed the attackers away, so that now they were both sitting down on the ground. - ‘Hold your 
horses! Hands off my campers! What is going on here?’, she demanded an explanation in a tone that tolerated 
no objection. The siblings got to their feet and began to vigorously try to explain something in English, constan-
tly pointing to Anna. Of course, she had no idea what they were talking about, and she could only guess. 
Fortunately, Bridget quickly translated the foreign words for her. - ‘They claim that Anna attacked them
and stole important documents from them. But that's not true!’, she said turning to the teacher. - ‘It was 
actually the other way around! It was he who attacked me. He grabbed and stole the cassette and the map 
from my hand.’ - Anna was relieved to hear that Bridget was standing up for her. As she looked towards
the menacing siblings, she hoped that Mrs. Maria would continue to do the same. 
- ‘Do you have any witnesses?’, asked the teacher. Both Anna and Bridget agreed that there had been boys 
present who had been preparing the evening welcome party during the whole incident. - ‘Then the police will 
have no problem investigating your complaint?’, Mrs. Maria said as she smiled sarcastically at the two siblings. 
Bridget quickly translated the teacher's words again, which impressed Anna a lot. She was beginning to like
her new friend, who continued to show an impressive command of this foreign language. The blonde woman, 
dressed in all black, once again answered loudly in English, but this time Bridget was embarrassed by her 
words. She blushed and did not say a word. The two siblings turned their backs on the girls and their 
counsellor and walked away towards their trailer. Anna breathed a sigh of relief and, together with Bridget,
told the tutor about their day’s adventures. Mrs. Maria carefully examined the old map and asked the girls to 
play her the mysterious cassette. They went to the common room. As soon as the first whistles and crackles 
came through the speaker, she laughed. - 'Girls, we're playing it on the wrong equipment! It's a computer 
program, on a computer tape, not an audio tape, and you should upload it onto that!’, she said as she pointed 
to a large grey computer situated in a prominent place in the room sitting in front of a small CRT TV set. It had 
a black keyboard, with rows of silver buttons, and a grey tape recorder connected to it with a cable. While 
Bridget jumped up and ran over to the computer’s tape recorder, Anna remained unmoved by the sight
of complicated electronic equipment. Above all else, she wanted to figure out what exactly the map showed... 

See what Anna will do with the map - go to episode 6A
Load the cassette with Bridget - go to episode 6B

The Secret of the Viking Cassette - Episode 5A
Anna’s Story


